
Supply:1,000,000 total and capped.

Contract address: 0x20F4F80d2CB021C59ae3EF42F6Da176e1b8e801C

Contract owner: The Committee to Elect Kevin Goodman 2022.

Website: htttp://Goodmanfor65.com

Release: mixed private and public release. AGZ22 tokens are allocated for volunteers and early
contributors. The campaign will release paper notes for public sale in lots. Paper notes have public
key addresses that are allocated in denominations of Agz22 tokens. The notes have the private keys
printed on the back, which are protected by a metallic coating that can be scratched off.
Additionally, there was a third-party prerelease on SushiSwamp and UniSwamp to facilitate
liquidity. Campaign finance laws prevent the campaign from releasing Agz22 tokens on a
decentralized exchange where it cannot ascertain the citizenship of financial contributors.
Exchange listings and availability are the result of a third-party marketplace and is encouraged by
the campaign for the purpose of the token's liquidity.

Proposeddistribution: 30%-40% for financial contributions, 30-40% for volunteers, 20-30% to
be gifted.

Exchanges:

SushiSwamp UniSwamp (v3)

Incentives for exchange acquisition: the first 50 addresses to acquire at-least 200 Agz22 from
SushiSwamp or UniSwamp and hold them for at-least 7 days can expect an airdrop of 50% more
coins. The campaign will continue to make random airdrops of random amounts until its gift
allocation is used up. The current gift allocation for this purpose is 50000 Agz22 (5% of total
supply).

Incentives formarketmakers: the campaign will gift approved equity providers with Agz22 who
are willing to stake their Matic (Polygon), Tether (Polygon), Wrapped Ether (Polygon), Wrapped
Bitcoin (Polygon), Sushi (Polygon), or UniSwamp (Polygon) or other liquid ERC20 token with
Agz22 in SushiSwamp, UniSwamp or another notable defi exchange for a minimum of 60 days. The
campaign will provide a 10% incentive in Agz22 for maintaining their equity position at 90 days and
again at a 120 days.

Contact:
Media Inquiries: Hannah Eads (Media Relations) Hannah@goodmanfor65.com
Other inquiries: Agz22@goodmanfor65.com

Summary: AGZ22 is an ERC20 token that's executed in the Polygon
blockchain environment. It is minted by the Campaign to Elect Kevin Goodman
2022. It is the first cryptocurrency (token) created for the purpose of raising
campaign contributions in a US political election.

Concept/value proposition: limited edition commemorative collectable.


